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(Question Bank for Theory questions)
1

What do you mean by Object Oriented Programming? Differentiate between Procedure Oriented language and Object Oriented Language?

2

Elaborate the characteristics of Object Oriented Programming?

3

Define constant and variable? Explain how constants are defined in C++?

4

Explain enumerated data types and derived data types with example.

5

Explain the different forms of if with suitable example.

6

What is loop? Explain
a. For loop
b. Difference between entry controlled loop and exit controlled loop

7

What is array? Explain one-dimensional array?

8

Define array? Explain two-dimensional array with example?

9

What is function? Explain
a. Function Definition

b. Function Calling

c. Function Declaration

10

Define function? Explain different parameter passing techniques.

11

What are dynamic allocation operators in C++? Explain it with an example?

12

Explain the concept of structure with suitable example?

13

Write short note on:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
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Keywords and Identifiers
Conditional Operator
cin and cout
preprocessor directives
Data types used in C++
Enumerated data type
Difference between while and do-while
Difference between array and structure
Manipulators
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(Question Bank for Programs)
1
2

Program to accept two numbers from keyboard. Calculate and print addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and modulo.
Write a C program to find sum and average of 3 real numbers.

3

Program to calculate and print area and circumference of circle.

4

Program to calculate and print area and perimeter of rectangle.

5

Program to convert temperature from degree Fahrenheit to degree Celsius and vice-versa.

6

Program to accept a three digit number from keyboard. Calculate and print sum of individual digits.

7

Program to accept a 4 digit number and print the reverse of a number. (i.e. 1234

8

10

Rajiv’s basic salary is input through the keyboard. His dearness allowance (DA) is 40% of basic
salary, and House Rent Allowance (HRA) is 20% of basic salary. Write a program to calculate his
gross salary.
Program to accept and display your complete name (i.e. first name, middle name and surname), age
and city.
Program to swap the values of two variables using third variable.

11

Program to swap the values of two variables without using third variable.

12

Program to swap the values of two variables using bitwise operator.

13

Program to find smallest of two numbers using conditional operator

14

Program to find the largest of three numbers using conditional operator

15

Program to find largest number of three numbers using simple if

16

Program to check whether a year is leap or not and displays the result. A year is leap year if it is

9

4321)

evenly divisible by 4 and not by 100 or if it is evenly divisible by 400.
17

Basic salary and name of employee is entered through the keyboard. If basic salary is less than 1500
then HRA is 20% of basic and DA is 40% of basic otherwise HRA is Rs. 500 and DA is 45% of
basic. Calculate gross salary.

18

Program to check whether entered number is even or odd

19

Program to check whether entered number is positive or negative

20

Program to check whether entered 4 digit number is Palindrome or not

21

Program to check whether entered three digit number is Armstrong or not

22

Program to find smallest of three numbers using nested if-else statement.

23

Program to accept students roll number, name, three subject marks of maximum 100 and display
total, percentage and division.

24

Program to accept any alphabet and check whether it is vowel or not. (Using switch)

25

Program to input any integer from 1 to 7 denoting the day of the week. Convert the integer into its
equivalent day and print. (For ex. if the input value is 1 the output should be Monday).
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26

An electric power distribution company charges its domestic customers as follows:
Consumption unit Rate of Charges
Up to 30 units Rs. 1.25 per unit
31 to 300 units Rs. 2.90 per unit
301 and above Rs. 4.00 per unit
Write a program to read customer number and number of units consumed. Compute charges.

27

Program to add, subtract, multiply and divide two integers depending upon arithmetic operator.
(using switch statement)

28

Program to display integers 0 through 9 (while)

29

Program to display first 10 numbers in descending order. (while)

30

Program to even numbers in the range 11 to 20 (while)

31

Program to compute and display sum of first 10 numbers (while)

32

Program to reverse the digits of an integer that has to be entered through terminal (while)

33

Program to check palindrome number (while)

34

Program to print arithmetic table of a number entered through keyboard. (while)

35

Program to check whether a number is Armstrong or not. Armstrong numbers are those whose sum
of the cubes of the digits is equal to that number itself.
(For ex. 153 = 13 + 53 + 33 = 1 + 125 + 27 = 153 )

36

Program to display odd numbers in the range 1 – 20 (do-while)

37

Program to calculate and print sum of first 10 even numbers (do-while)

38

Program to convert binary number to decimal number. (1010  10) (do-while)

39

Program to display arithmetic table in proper format (for Ex. 2 x 1 = 2) (do-while)

40

Program to calculate and print x raised to the power n (i.e. xn) (for)

41

Program to print even numbers in the range 51 – 100 (for)

42

Program to print alphabets A – Z in ascending order (for)

43

Program to print alphabets a – z in descending order (for)

44

Program to generate Fibonacci series up to n terms. (for)

45

Program to calculate and print factorial of a number (for)

46

Program to display integers 0 to 9 as well as 9 to 0 simultaneously one by one. (for)

47

Program to print first 5 arithmetic tables using nested loops (for)

48

Program to check whether entered number is prime or not.

49

Program to display prime numbers in the range 1 – 20.

50

Program to count positive and negative numbers in the range -5 to 5 using goto statement
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51

Program to generate and print following series:
*

1

1

1

**

22

12

23

***

333

123

456

****

4444

1234

7 8 9 10

*****

12 345

52

Program to print even numbers in the range 1 – 20 using continue statement

53

Program to calculate and print sum of first 10 numbers except 4.

54

Program to accept 5 array elements and print the same.

55

Program to calculate and print sum and average of N array elements

56

Program to initialize the array of 10 elements. Find and display largest and smallest among them.

57

Program to sort array of 5 elements in ascending order using EXCHANGE sort technique.

58

Program to sort array of N elements in descending order using BUBBLE sort technique.

59

Program to initialize list of 10 numbers and search whether user’s no. is available in the list or not
using linear search technique. If number found display search successful and location of a number.

60

Program to accept and display 2x3 Matrix.

61

Program to accept and add two matrices of dimension 3x2 and print the resultant.

62

Program to accept and subtract two 3x4 matrices and print the resultant.

63

Program to multiply 2x2 matrices and print the result.

64

Program to transpose the 3x3 matrix. Print the matrix before and after transpose.

65

Program to initialize 3x3 matrix and print the following:
a. Square Matrix

b. Upper Triangle c. Lower Triangle d. Diagonal

66

Program to accept 5 names and sort them in alphabetical order.

67

Program to calculate and print factorial of a number using UDF.

68

Program to define function swap to exchange the values of two variables

69

Program to calculate and print xn using UDF

70

Define a structure type stud that contains student’s no., name and phone no. Using this structure
write a program to read this information for one student from the keyboard and print the same.

71

Define a structure book that contains book name, price and pages. Write a program to read the
information for 5 books and display in proper format.

72

Define a structure result which contains, roll number, marks of 3 subjects, total and percentage.
Calculate total and percentage for N students and display roll number, total and percentage for all.
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(Question Bank for Theory questions)
1.

Explain the concept of class and object with suitable example

2

Explain static class members with example.

3

Explain copy constructor with suitable example?

4

What are Constructor and Destructor? Explain types of Constructor with example.

5

What is a friend function? What are the merits and demerits of using the friend function?

6

Describe inline function in C++ with example.

7

Illustrate the concept of function overloading with example.

8

Explain different parameter passing techniques.

9

Write short note on:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Unit-II

Access specifiers
Scope resolution operator
Array of objects
Passing and Returning objects
Static class members
inline function
friend function
constructor overloading
Default Function Arguments
Dynamic memory allocation (new and delete operators)
Function overloading and ambiguity
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(Question Bank for Programs)
1

Define a class to represent a bank account which contains
Data members

Member functions

1. Account number

1. To assign initial values

2. Name of the depositor

2. To accept values

3. Balance

3. To display assigned and accepted values

Also write a main() function to exercise this.
2

Program to read student’s particulars, such as roll number, name and phone number for 10 students,
from the keyboard and display the contents on the screen. (Make use of an array of class objects).

3

Program to read and display information like empid, ename, address, contact_no of 5 employees
using array of class objects.

4

Program that creates a class called Time, has two integer members for hours and minutes. One
member function to accept time, one member function to display time and one function to add two
objects of type Time passed as argument. Finally display the values of all objects

5

Program that adds two distances given in feet and inches

6

Write a function called zerosmaller() that is passed two int values by reference and then sets the
smaller of the two numbers to 0. Write a main() program to exercise this function.

7

Program that uses a constructor which contains a counter that is incremented every time an object is
created. At the end display the result shown in the counter. Also make use of destructor function.

8

program to demonstrate default function arguments
output:
**********
==========
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

9

Program to find mean value of two numbers using friend function

10

Program to swap values of two classes using friend function (Pass by reference)

11

Program to calculate the area of circle, rectangle and triangle using function overloading.

12

Program for multiplication of two numbers using multiply() function. Provide overloaded version:
(int ,int)
(int, float)
(float, float)

13

Program to calculate cube of a number using inline function
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(Question Bank for Theory questions)
1

Define operator overloading? Explain how to overload unary operator and binary operator.

2

What do you mean by overloading? Explain binary operator overloading with example.

3

What is operator overloading? Write rules for overloading operators

4

What is an operator function? Describe the syntax of an operator function. Enlist the operators that
cannot be overloaded

5

Explain the following type conversions with suitable example
i)

Basic to class type

ii) Class to basic type
iii) One class to another class type
6

What is inheritance? Discuss the types of inheritance

7

What is multiple inheritance? Explain its use in a C++ program with an example.

8

What is virtual base class? Explain with example.

9

Explain the concept of containership with example

10

Explain hybrid inheritance giving proper example

11

Explain how ambiguity occurs in hybrid inheritance and how to resolve it?

12

What is polymorphism? Explain virtual function with its rule

13

Write short note on:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
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Pitfalls of operator overloading
Virtual base class
Containership
Public and private inheritance
this pointer
pointer to derived class
abstract class
virtual destructor
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(Question Bank for Programs)
1

Program to overload unary ++ and unary -- (using member or non-member function)

2

Program to overload binary + with member function and binary – with non-member function

3

Program to overload unary – operator

4

Program to overload relational operator > (greater than)

5

Program to overload comparison operator using friend function

6

Program to add two complex numbers using operator overloading

7

Program to implement multilevel inheritance for following scenario
Student
Date Member

rno

-->

Exam -->

Result

m1,m2,m3

total

getm()

get_tot()

putm()

show_result()

name
Member Function

getinfo()
putinfo()

8

Program to demonstrate the hierarchy of execution of default constructor and destructor in
multilevel inheritance

9

Program to demonstrate the hierarchy of execution of parameterized constructor in single level
inheritance

10

Program to demonstrate the concept of pointer to object

11

program to calculate the area of circle, rectangle and square using pure virtual function
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(Question Bank for Theory questions)
1

Explain the following function with syntax, purpose and example:
a. open()
b. close()
c. read()
d. write()

2

What is a file mode? Describe the various file mode options available

3

What is file stream? Explain with example different ways of opening a file.

4

List and explain in brief various functions required for random access file operations.

5

Explain the following function with syntax, purpose and example:
a. get()
b. put()
c. tellg()
d. seekg()

6

Explain stream class hierarchy in detail.

7

What is the need of exception handling? Write a program to demonstrate the use of try, catch and
throw

8

What is exception handling? Write a program to demonstrate multiple exceptions

9

Explain function template with suitable example.

10

Explain with example how can a class template be created.

11

Discuss the STL programming model?

12

Write short note on:
a.
b.
c.
d.
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Stream class hierarchy
Command line arguments
Exception Handling
STL
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(Question Bank for Programs)
1

Program to read text file info.txt and display the number of lines and characters occurred in file.

2

Program to copy the contents of one file to another. Accept source and target filename from user

3

Program to display the contents of the file using command line arguments

4

Program that creates a binary file to store the following information for group of 20 employees
1. Employee Code
2. Name of employee
3. Salary of employee

5

Program that creates a binary file to store the following information for group of 10 students
1. Roll Number
2. Name of student
3. Phone number

6

Create a file “STUD.DAT” in C++. Write a program to seek a particular student in a file. Create a
member function display to show the record.

7

Program to calculate sum of two numbers using function template

8

Program to find maximum of two numbers using class template
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